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About This Game
Death cannot feel fear.
Death cannot have a heart.
In the Deptonn hospital Dr. Hurden is performing terrible experiments with patients, that always die afterwards. The
experiments continue until one evening Hurden succeeds and the patient doesn't feel fear and pain anymore.
Father Temius then performs a ritual and creates an artificial death in a physical body. The patient's chest opens up with no
heart inside, only the arms of the dead ones are reaching out from its chest, trying to get out into this world.
Who are you? A soldier, a medic, a woodsman or a war priest?
No matter who you are, you have one goal - to escape the artificial death, the false one, created by Dr. Hurden.
Explore the Deptonn hospital and the forest around it. People no longer live in this place, but they left their memories written in
pieces of paper. Those memories and letters will lead you to your own escape from the false one. Every single note contains a
clue to your own escape and a story which might lead you to stand against the artificial death itself.
Your escape will lead you to one of many endings, follow the notes, find different objects to escape the false one.
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amazing game :D . High replayability and a large world with an extremely scary vibe makes this game worth Buying .. you
would rather watch paint dry on a wall, and then apply several more coats, rinse and repeat.
. Worst game ever dont buy it :(. If you are at all for whatever on the fence about getting this game, GET IT!!! I was on the edge
of my chair the entire time. When you begin the game, you have the option to explore the pathways of four different characters
and their various endings. There is a lot to explore within the map and how it applies to these endings. I was only able to make it
to one ending for the sake of time in the video below, but I will be revisiting this game to continue my journeys with it! I loved
it!
My playthrough: https:\/\/youtu.be\/sH1bowcGeuw. you would rather watch paint dry on a wall, and then apply several more
coats, rinse and repeat.
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